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The Beck Center for the Arts in Lakewood takes us to the rooftops of London in the classic “Mary

Poppins”, playing now through January 4, 2015 on the Mackey Main Stage.

The Disney and Cameron Mackintosh-adapted “Mary Poppins” is a musical delight based on the

stories of P.L. Travers and the Walt Disney film starring Julie Andrews and Dick Van Dyke. The story is

about a distant father, George Banks (Curt Arnold), his lonely wife, Winifred Banks (Katherine

DeBoer), and their mischievous children, Jane (Anna Barrett) and Michael Banks (Joseph Daso).

‘Mary Poppins’ has moments of magic at
Beck
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When Jane and Michael run off every nanny in town, they mysteriously receive a visit from nanny-

extraordinaire, Mary Poppins (Rebecca Pitcher). With a little help from Bert (Matthew Ryan

Thompson), the children are led through a world of quirky adventures as they learn some valuable

lessons of life.

This production directed by Scott Plate and choreographed by Martín Céspedes has similarities to

the movie. Like the well-loved film, the stage version features familiar songs such as “Chim Chim

Cher-ee”, “A Spoonful of Sugar”, and “Feed the Birds”. However, stage differences include the

addition of a talking statue (which was originally in the books), and the omission of the Uncle Albert

laughing scene (which was in the movie). Other differences include the stage version’s deeper look

into George Banks’ troubled childhood, and the character of Winifred Banks now being a former

actress instead of a woman who (in the movie) is fighting for a woman’s right to vote.

As for the performances, there are some that shine. Barrett and Daso are feisty as Jane and Michael.

They have competent singing voices and wonderful energy as a bratty brother and sister pair.

Thompson is an enthusiastic Bert, delivering his character with a smile and a spunky step. But the

most impressive presentation comes from DeBoer, whose Winifred Banks is a multi-layered, tender

and hopeful woman. Her journey from the mousey housewife to a confident and caring lady is

touching and inspiring.

As for the title character, what Pitcher’s Mary Poppins lacks in warmth and relatability she makes up

for with her soaring soprano voice, which is truly beautiful. It’s just unfortunate that there isn’t more joy

in the characterization, as Pitcher is an accomplished and capable actress.

There are many musical highlights to the production. Although the giant chorus seems out of place in

several scenes, the choreographer does a great job of showcasing their strengths in the show

stopping “Step In Time” as well as at the end of “Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious”, which features

colorful props and volumes of vitality.

The scenery by Jeff Herrmann feels appropriate in character, but a bit swallowed up by Beck’s big

stage at times, as a lot the action mainly takes place all the way stage left or all the way stage right.

The lights by Dennis Dugan do a good job of attempting to tie the space together. Aimee Kluiber’s

costumes put the characters into the proper era. Carlton Guc’s sound is balanced and without issue.

The design surprise is the Video Design by Mike Tutaj. Paired with the projecting area of over a

dozen white umbrellas, the multi-dimensional video on the textured, layered video screen makes for

some cool time and place settings.

Finally, for those looking for a recreation of the Disney film classic, this version may leave one

wanting. However, there is enough enchantment and adventure for the whole family to enjoy, and it

makes for a decent afternoon or evening at the theatre all on its own.
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“Mary Poppins” runs now through January 4, 2015 at the Beck Center for the Arts. Tickets can be

purchased online at beckcenter.org or by calling Customer Service at 216.521.2540 x10.
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